The present study investigates the effect on auditory stream segregation of the duration of silent gaps between items of a repeating sequence of sine tone stimuli. While previous investigators had •hown that gaps reduced the tendency for items to segregate, the present experiment showed that this was not the case; rather, in adjusting tone durations for stream segregation thresholds, subjects simply compensated for increased gap duration, keeping the total time (tone duration plus gap duration) constant. 
In a second paper, Warren and Warren (1970) 
B. Apparatus
The sine tone stimuli were generated by a PDP-11
computer ( procedure was described to him. Each trial began with a short (500 msec) 1000-Hz warning tone, followed by a 500-msec pause and then the trial itseft. Subjects were instructed to adjust the duration of the tones in the repeating sequence until their perception of the pattern changed from one stream to two (or from two streams to one). Each trial began with the knob set to produce the shortest duration of the tones (resulting in two perceptual streams); subjects were encouraged to use the full range of the knob by turning it first until they perceived one stream, then slowly back until the tones split again into two streams. They were free to turn the knob back and forth until they were satisfied that they had found a threshold value; at this point they pushed a button which caused the computer to record the knob setting. They then turned the knob back to the shortest tone duration, which started the next trial.
Each subject received all six trials in four different blocks, in a different random order for each block, for a total of 24 trials. In addition, there was a practice trial at the beginning consisting of stimuli with 1-msec gaps between the tones. All of the subjects seemed to understand the procedure and felt that they could find a point between one and two perceptual streams during the practice trial.
Most subjects took -20 rain to complete the experiment.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mean thresholds between one and two perceptual 
